Choose whether or not each of the following sentences is a run on sentence. Fill in the blanks with either YES or NO:

1. The girl wanted to go and she told her brother but he didn’t want to go. RUN ON? _________
2. Everything he told you was from a movie he had seen. RUN ON? _________
3. I don’t want to talk about it this is the third time I’ve told you. RUN ON? _________
4. I’m tired and I’d like to rest for a while. RUN ON? _________
5. He never really admitted to anything; I had to find out from his brother. RUN ON? _________
6. He is about to start singing and if you don’t stop talking on your mobile you’ll miss it. RUN ON? _________
7. He loved to fly, so he hardly ever took the train. RUN ON? _________
8. His mother tried to get him to quit smoking, but he didn’t listen. RUN ON? _________
9. He’s a good student he always gets good grades. RUN ON? _________
10. He is going to the mall to buy some socks. RUN ON? _________
topic: **RUN ON SENTENCES 1**

**ANSWERS:**
1) YES  2) NO  3) YES  4) NO  5) NO  6) YES  7) NO  8) NO  9) YES  10) NO